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Sneak-a-Peek 
Jesus Says Love the Mean People 
 

 
 

 
 

  
For many years when I read Matthew 5:44, the first word that came to mind was 

“frenemy.” Let me show you what I mean—take a look at the verse: 
 

“But here is what I tell you. Love your enemies. Pray for those who hurt you.” 
 

You might be thinking “Frenemy? What in the world is that and how did you get that from 
this verse?” Great question! “Frenemy” is the popular combination of the words “friend” and 
“enemy.” More specifically, it’s a noun defined as “a person with whom one is friendly despite a 
fundamental dislike or rivalry.” 

In the past, I always thought of this verse through pragmatic terms. How do you love 
your enemy practically speaking? How do you wish the best for someone you’re fundamentally 
at odds with? You treat them like a frenemy. You show kindness to them on the outside, but 
continue to dislike them on the inside. You smile, say “hello,” and give a kind wave of the hand, 
but fantasize internally about their demise. In essence, I had resigned to the belief that I could 
not truly and completely love my enemy. 

As I researched the word “frenemy” further, I found it defined in the Merriam-Webster 
dictionary as “one who pretends to be a friend but is actually an enemy.” I realized that 
pretending to show love to someone falls way short of what Jesus is calling for in Matthew 5:44. 
He calls us to not just love them outwardly, but love them inwardly by spending time praying for 
them. And in praying for them, I am asking God to truly and richly bless them.  

 
 
 
 
 

BIG IDEA: The Bible helps me make good choices. 

BIBLE BASIS: Matthew 5:38-48 

KEY VERSE: “Your word is like a lamp that shows me the way.”  
  Psalm 119:105 
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Simply creating a façade and pretending to love our enemies actually makes us their 

enemy because we are not desiring God’s grace and mercy for them. God wants us to both 
outwardly and inwardly love our enemies, not just be their frenemy.  

Do you have a frenemy? If so, think about what it means to love them more like a friend. 
Spend time in prayer asking God to truly and richly bless them. You might find that in doing so, 
you too are truly and richly blessed. 

 
 

Mindy Rausch 
GO! Team Member 
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3 Ways to Capture Kids with Your Voice 
 
Has the continual droning of someone’s voice ever made you want to take a nap? A tediously 
dull and monotonous voice is as sure to put someone to sleep as eating a whole turkey while 
watching C-SPAN. On the other hand, a skilled communicator can grab the attention of an 
audience and cut through boredom with their voice like a sword-wielding ninja! So, what do you 
want to be—C-SPAN or a ninja? (I’m going to assume you just karate chopped the air and 
yelled “ninja.”) That’s the spirit! Here are 3 ways you can begin to use your voice to grab kids’ 
attention: 

Pace: Simply put, pace is the speed or tempo of your delivery. Avoid using the same pace 
throughout the entire lesson. Variety creates interest. When you get to the climax of a story, 
illustrate the excitement by increasing your pace. When you’re talking about the incredible 
height, and width, and depth of God’s love for us, slow down and let each word float into the 
ears of the kids.  
 
Pitch: Pitch is the highness or lowness of a voice. When you fail to vary your pitch, you become 
monotone, which is the perfect recipe for boredom. Questions should typically end on a high 
note, but when you end a statement on a high note, it can create doubt in the listener’s mind. 
When you’re speaking with authority and certainty, try using the lower end of your voice.  
 
Volume: Volume is the degree of loudness in your voice. Be sure to always speak at a volume 
that can be heard by the kids. Higher volumes can communicate excitement or dominance while 
lower volumes can communicate intimacy and tenderness. To create excitement, let your voice 
crescendo as you work towards the pinnacle of a dramatic point or story. Conversely, trail off to 
a whisper when you really want to pull the kids close for a more tender moment. 
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A picture says a thousand words! Unfortunately, our story pictures are all covered up. But not 
for long! Bit by bit, the preschoolers will sneak-a-peek at the picture until they can guess what it 
is. As the pictures are revealed, not only will they say a thousand words, they’ll shine light on 
the greatest Word—the Word of God—the Bible! 
 

• Print the “Choices” pictures on 8½ x 11 cardstock. (See Resource Folder.) Place the 
pictures in the storytelling area. 

• Print the “Bible Story Pictures and Covers” on 8½ x 11 cardstock. (See Resource 
Folder.) Place one Picture Cover over the top of each Story Picture. Using Scotch tape, 
tape the Picture Cover and Story Picture together along the left side as if you are binding 
a book. Cut along the dotted lines on each of the Picture Covers. (Do NOT cut the Story 
Picture below it.) When finished, you should be able to fold each of the four strips of the 
Picture Cover back, thus revealing the Story Picture a little bit at a time. 

• Place a stuffed dog (or other animal) in the storytelling area. 
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Slide:  show “Sneak-a-Peek” title graphic 
Music:  (optional) play upbeat music as children enter the storytelling area 
 
WELCOME AND MUSIC 
 
As children enter the story time area, give them a high-energy welcome—smile, wave, give high 
fives, and tell them you’re glad to see them. For added energy during the transition, play a fun 
song that the children are familiar with. When the children have all arrived, play one worship 
song and lead the kids in singing. 
 
Music:  play one worship song 
 
After the songs, help the children sit down by saying the following rhyme with them: 
 
Topher the Gopher 1, 2, 3. (Clap on each number.) 
Digs a hole right under me. (Make a motion as if digging with a shovel.) 
Slowly I start sinking down. (Twist your body back and forth, lower and lower to the ground.) 
Until I’m sitting on the ground. (Sit down on ground or chair.) 
 
BIG IDEA AND BIBLE VERSE 
 
Large Group Leader: Hello everybody! I’m so, so happy to see you today! Today is such a 
special day. Do you know why? (Children respond.) We get to read a Bible story! Every day we 
read the Bible is a special day! 
 
Today’s true Bible story is going to teach us that the Bible helps me make good choices. 
That’s our Big Idea for the day. Let’s say it together! (Repeat Big Idea with children.) The Bible 
helps me make good choices. It’s true! The Bible helps me make good choices. In fact, 
that’s what our memory verse from the Bible tells us. Let me teach it to you. 
 
“Your word (extend hands like you’re holding a book) is like a lamp (point up like a candlestick) 
that shows me the way (with palms facing each other, make a squiggly path motion).” Psalm 
119:105 (extend hands like you’re holding a book). 
 
Let’s do that together. (Repeat Memory Verse with children 2 or 3 times.) 
 
STORY TIME RULES 
 
Wow—nice job! I think you kids are ready for the Bible story. Before we get started, though, I 
think we should go over our three story time rules. 
 
Video:  play “Topher the Gopher Story Time Rules” video 
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SNEAK-A-PEEK INTRO 
 
When you’re a little kid, there are SO many choices you have to make. Let me show you what I 
mean. Imagine you’re at a birthday party. (Hold ice cream picture to one side.) If you would 
choose to eat ice cream, stand over here. (Hold cupcake picture to the other side.) If you would 
choose to eat a cupcake, stand over here. (Children move.)  
 
Let’s do another choice. Imagine your mom and dad said you could get a new pet. (Hold up 
giraffe picture to one side.) If you would choose to have a pet giraffe, stand over here. (Hold up 
kangaroo picture to the other side.) If you would choose to have a pet kangaroo, stand over 
here. (Children move.) Nice job! 
 
Let’s do one more choice. Imagine you feel so mad because your neighbor broke one of your 
favorite toys on purpose. (Hold up broken toy picture to one side.) If you would choose to break 
one of their toys back, stand over here. (Hold up forgiving child picture to the other side.) If you 
would choose to forgive your neighbor, stand over here. (Children move.) Wow—that was a 
tough choice for some of you. 
 
Sometimes it’s easy to make a good choice and sometimes it’s hard! Fortunately, we have 
something that can help us. It’s the Bible! The Bible helps us make good choices. In fact, 
today’s Bible story helps us make good choices when someone does something mean to us. If 
you’re ready to hear that Bible story, wiggle your fingers high in the air. (Children wiggle 
fingers.) Great! First, let’s get our Bible out of the super-duper Bible box. (Move to the Bible 
Box.) I need your help getting it out, though. We need to say our special Bible words together. 
Repeat these special words after me: It’s true, it’s true, the Bible is true! 
 
(Repeat the words with the children, then turn on the Bible Box light so that the Bible is 
revealed. Optional: play the Bible Box sound effect when you turn the light on.) 
 
Sound: (optional) play the “Bible Box” sound effect 
 
(After the Bible is revealed, open the box and take it out. Hold the open Bible in front of you.) 
 
Slide:  show the “Jesus Says Love the Mean People” slide 
 
BIG BIBLE STORY—JESUS SAYS LOVE THE MEAN PEOPLE 
 
(During the story, when indicated, hold up the appropriate mystery picture. Each picture will be 
covered by 4 strips of paper. Each strip is numbered 1–4. Ask the children which strip they 
would like for you to remove, then fold the strip back to reveal a portion of the picture. Allow the 
children to guess what the picture is. Repeat the previous step until the children can guess the 
picture correctly.) 
 
In the Bible, in the Book of Matthew, Jesus had a big crowd of people following Him. So Jesus 
climbed up to the side of a mountain where everyone could see and hear Him. When Jesus 
climbed high enough, He sat down and began to teach the people. Let’s see what he said.  
 
(Hold up mystery picture #1. Fold back the paper strips one at a time until the children guess 
what the picture is.) You got it—it’s an eye and a tooth. Some people said that if a mean person 
hurts your eye, you should hurt their eye too. And some people said that if a mean person 
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breaks your tooth, you should break their tooth too. But Jesus didn’t think that was very nice, so 
He told them to do something different. Let’s see what He told them. 
 
(Hold up mystery picture #2. Fold back the paper strips one at a time until the children guess 
what the picture is.) That’s it—it’s a shirt! Sometimes mean people would try to steal things. 
Jesus said, “If someone tries to take your shirt from you, don’t be mean back to them. Be extra 
nice! Give them your coat also.” Then, Jesus gave another example. 
 
(Hold up mystery picture #3. Fold back the paper strips one at a time until the children guess 
what the picture is.) That’s it—it’s someone walking! Sometimes a mean soldier would make 
people carry their heavy stuff for them. Jesus said, “If someone forces you to walk one mile 
(hold up one finger), don’t be mean back to them. Be extra nice! (Hold up two fingers) Walk two 
miles with them.” Finally, Jesus said one last thing. 
 
(Hold up mystery picture #4. Fold back the paper strips one at a time until the children guess 
what the picture is.) You got it—it’s someone praying. Some people thought you should love 
nice people and hate mean people.” But Jesus said, “That’s not right! You should love mean 
people and pray for the people who hurt you.”  
 
MUSIC AND CLOSING 
 
(Lead the children in a worship song. Following the song, use the rhyme from earlier to help the 
children sit down again.) 
 
Music:  play one worship song 
 
When people are mean to us, sometimes we want to be mean back. But Jesus said, “Love 
people who are mean to you and pray for them!” That’s not always easy, is it?  
 
I have an idea—let’s practice! If I tell you about a bad choice, I want you to make yourself as 
tiny and quiet as a mouse. If I tell you about a good choice, I want you to jump up high and 
shout, “That’s a good choice!”  
 

• If someone calls you a mean name, you could call them a mean name back (children get 
small and quiet) OR you could say something nice to them (children jump up and shout).  

• If someone takes a toy away from you, you could grab it back and shout “Mine!” 
(children get small and quiet) OR you could let them play with the toy and give them 
another toy too (children jump up and shout). 

• If someone goes first when it was supposed to be your turn, you could push them out of 
line and say, “It’s MY turn!” (children get small and quiet) OR you could let them go first 
this time and next time too (children jump up and shout). 

 
Making good choices like that can be hard to do by yourself. But here’s the good news—you 
can get help. If someone is mean to you, tell a grown-up about it. They can help you make a 
good choice. And there’s one more thing you can do—you can read the Bible. The Bible helps 
us make good choices.  
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Hey—that’s our Big Idea for today! I think we should tell it to our parents when we see them. 
Maybe we should practice first. (Appear to be thinking.) Hmm…who could we practice telling? I 
know! We could tell our friend, Topher the Gopher. Let’s see if we can find him. 
 
 
Video:  play “Topher’s Big Idea Video 1” 
 
(Whisper.) Uh-oh. It looks like Topher is asleep. I think we should wake him up. When he wakes 
up, we can all tell him that The Bible helps me make good choices. On the count of 3, let’s all 
yell, “Topher the Gopher, wake up, wake up!” (Count to 3 and yell with kids. Then play “Topher’s 
Big Idea Video 2” or hold up card #2.) 
 
Video:  play “Topher’s Big Idea Video 2” 
 
Topher: Hey, what’s the Big Idea? 
 
Children and Large Group Leader: The Bible helps me make good choices. (Repeat the 
Big Idea several times. When finished, play “Topher’s Big Idea Video 3” or hold up card #3.) 
 
Video:  play “Topher’s Big Idea Video 3” 
 
Topher: Wow! That is a Big Idea! Thanks for telling me! Goodbye kids. (Encourage kids to 
wave goodbye to Topher as he disappears back into his hole.) 
 
Large Group Leader: Let’s say a prayer together and ask God to help us love people when 
they’re mean to us. (Encourage kids to repeat the following prayer after you.) 
 
Dear God, 
Thank you for giving us the Bible. 
It’s the best book ever. 
Please help me love people 
Even when they’re mean to me. 
Amen. 


